How to search the Coventry Adult Social Care and Communities Directory: a worked
example to help you make the most of the resource.

•

Looking for a residential care home in Earlsdon.

If we put “residential care home” in the search keywords, because the phrase is in
quotation marks then the directory will only find records which contain this exact
phrase. (There would be a lot more records that contain any of the words residential, care
or home. If you just entered care home in the keywords box you would get 10 pages of
results!)
For the search location we enter Earlsdon. (You can also enter a postcode for the location.)

Search Results
This search results in a list of 6 residential care homes and information about Coventry City
Council Housing Options. Please see the screenshot below where the results have been
listed by distance from Earlsdon. On each care home result there is a light blue box
showing the actual distance from Earlsdon. If you wanted to narrow down the search to
residential care homes within a certain distance of Earlsdon you can also set the max
distance filter box to either 1, 5 or 10 miles. As well as sorting by distance you can sort the
results by name, that is alphabetically, or by what the directory considers to be the best
match: this will prioritise results which have your search words in the record titles.
If you are interested in particular care homes you can click on the green button “Add to my
shortlist button” to save the result you may want to refer to later. Alternatively, you can click
on the green button “Add this page of results to My Shortlist” near the top of the page to add
all the results on this page. These will then be saved on your My Shortlist, which you can
access when you want by clicking on the
My Shortlist button towards top right of the
page.

You can also view the results of your search on a map by clicking on the blue “Show
results on map” button- see screenshot below. When you no longer want to view the map
you click on the blue “Hide Map” button.

On the left hand column under search results there are various options for filtering the
results. For example, if you were looking for a care home to look after someone with
dementia then clicking the dementia box under the “Supporting people with:” heading would
list the any of the residential care homes which state they support people with dementia.
Broadening the search
Some care homes may not have used the phrase “residential care home” to describe
themselves, so we could broaden our search by putting “care home” as the keyword search
phrase. This generates a lot more results- on 4 pages. Some of these may be less relevant,
but it will also include more care homes than the narrower previous search. It may be more
useful to sort the results by “Best match” rather than “Distance” as the directory will then list
records with “care home” in the titles first.

This broader search may also be better for finding the specialist provision which you want.
For example, it generates 11 search results relevant to Supporting people with Dementia,
rather than the single result in the previous search- as highlighted in the screenshot below.

Searching by words rather than exact phrases
The more precision you give will make the search results more relevant. For example, if you
were interested in line dancing, putting line dance in your search will generate 2 pages of
relevant results in the City. If you were just put dance in as the keyword you would get 10
pages of results with all sorts of dance types listed!
Finding things using the icons
If you are uncertain what you want to search for then why not explore what is in the directory
first by clicking on the blue icons on the directory home page to see what is available under
headings of interest to you (see screenshot below.)

NB: The screenshots of search result in this guidance note are based on searches
undertaken on 11 July 2019. As the Directory is regularly updated you should not rely
on this information and conduct your own search if looking for residential care homes
in the Earlsdon area.

